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The main reason I started on medium.com is that we get variety in what George

Washington called “parties.” I became convinced based on cognitive neuroscience

documented in my 2018 theory of human privacy book and 2019 theory of human lying

book that dialogue not fiat (one way) speech is existentially essential to human society.

George Washington’s last farewell is all about this too. I did not know about the

helena.org project but I recommend anyone to their executive summary of a few days

ago to see the effect of person to person dialogue on social existence.

I knew they would find what they did because of the cognitive science of privacy and

lies, but it is nice to see a clean contemporaneous proof. The lies book and the following

free link Medium article that summarizes it proposes another way to have the dialogue

but on a global basis: what I call the Internet Court of Lies.

Fiat Lies are Genocide on the Human Race

The Internet Court of Lies

medium.com

So thank all of us for engaging on active dialogue on the question of whether Trump will

succeed in becoming dictator for life.

Personally, I would like to find a historian who has studied how duly elected leaders

achieve total dictatorship. Burning down the Reichstag worked for one. It would be nice

to have fifty examples studied, and their progressions compared and contrasted. I doubt

if I would see much about crowds working one way or another.
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George Washington has come as close as I have seen to a more studious understanding of

how dictatorships evolve, as Trump continues to develop his dictatorship.

Washington, like helena.org, and myself, probably all independently believe enforced

open moderated dialogue is the only way. A Court, by the way, is exactly that for

resolving human disagreements. My view came out of the science, Washington’s from

history, and helena’s from probably a dozen other places.

That is my input on this wonderful dialogue.

Here is my summary of George Washington’s last farewell, in his own words, but edited

to be easier to read in contemporary English. Also a free link.

George Washington’s Trumpcard

Washington’s Farewell Address short and sweet in his own words.
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